Qamar El Zaman
Al Waab
A horse is a thing of such beauty...
none will tire of looking at him
as long as he displays himself in his splendor.
-Xenophenby Cynthia Culbertson
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With the birth of every colt, hope is born
anew. Will he fulfill the promise of his
ancestors? Will he have the qualities to
make a breeding stallion? What will his
offspring be like – will they resemble his
sire, his dam, or his grandparents? Qamar
El Zaman Al Waab, as he enters his fourth
year, brings to mind all of these questions
and more. As he matures into a beautiful
young stallion he is also an apt reflection of
his name “Moon of the Ages” – a beacon
of light reflecting dreams of a bright future.
Those who have loved and admired the
Straight Egyptian Arabian horse over the
past decades will have vivid memories of
Qamar’s ancestors. They will picture the
breathtaking trot and charisma of his sire
Ansata Nile Echo as he commanded show
rings with his huge dark eyes, incredible
motion and proudly carried tail. They will
reminisce about the alabaster coat and
classic type of his grandsire, Al Adeed Al
Shaqab, as the spotlight illuminated his
victory as World Champion Stallion in
Paris. Perhaps they were fortunate enough
to see the immortal Ansata Halim Shah
when he arrived in Qatar, or Ruminaja
Ali when he trotted to victory as a U.S.

National Champion stallion.
Every student of the breed, however, will
recognize that Qamar’s quality and beauty
are the result of a meticulously planned
breeding program. In Qamar’s sire lines,
the multiple crosses to Ansata Halim Shah
are tempered with outcrosses to Imperial
Madheen, Jamil, and Prince Fa Moniet.
The dam lines in his pedigree combine
many of the most renowned mares to be
exported from the Egyptian Agricultural
Organization, including Ansata Bint
Bukra, Hanan, Magidaa and Nabilahh.
A mare that is featured ten times in Qamar
El Zaman Al Waab’s ancestry, however,
the beautiful bay Halima, never left
her homeland yet exerted a worldwide
influence. Qamar hails from this relatively
rare Dahmah Shahwaniyah female line of
Halima through the mare Maymoonah – he
also has eight crosses to her most influential
son Ansata Ibn Halima. Glowing with
promise as he prances in the light of dawn,
it is only fifng that Qamar is wearing a
halter especially made by the famed Om
Ezzat for his great-great grandsire Ansata
Ibn Halima. He is indeed worthy of this
honor. m
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Qamar El Zaman Al Waab (Ansata Nile Echo x D’Aajaa Al Naif )
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Ansata Nile Echo
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ANSATA IBN HALIMA
ANSATA HALIM SHAH
ANSATA ROSETTA
ANSATA HEJAZI
ANSATA ABU SUDAN
ANSATA SUDARRA
ANSATA DELILAH
ANSATA NILE ECHO
THEEGYPTIANPRINCE
PRINCE FA MONIET
FA MONIET
ANSATA WHITE NILE
ANSATA IBN SUDAN

Qamar El Zaman
Al Waab
2017 grey, stallion

ANSATA NILE GIFT
ANSATA NILE JEWEL

ANSATA IBN HALIMA
ANSTA HALIM SHAH
ANSATA ROSETTA

AL ADEED AL SHAQAB
RUMINAJA ALI
SUNDAR ALISAYYAH
IMPERIAL SAYYAH
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D'AAJAA AL NAIF
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IMPERIAL MADHEEN
IMPERIAL MAHZEER
MAAR BILAHH
MEZNA AL RAYYAN
ANSATA HALIM SHAH
ANSATA MAGNIFICA
ANSATA MALIKA
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